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Conquer Your Cravings 
CHALLENGE



C R A V I N G S  C U R E  # 1  
L E A R N  T O  D E C O D E  Y O U R  C R A V I N G S  

>> On this first day of your challenge, there are a few key points I want to emphasise for you to take- 

away with you for the rest of the week ahead. 

 

1. If you understand your cravings, it makes it easier to manage them, so you can take control (rather 

than your cravings controlling you) 

 

2. Our body is a marvelous, wondrous super-computer which is always trying to maintain a state of 

equilibrium. When things are out of balance, the body tries to get back on-course and sends us 

messages via our cravings so that we can correct the imbalance 

 

3. Cravings are either physical or emotional. Physical cravings won't go away until the need is fuelled 

by the correct type of food; emotional cravings won't go away until the emotional need is satisfied. 

 

4. The common physical causes of cravings: 

 

>> Thirst 

>> Hunger (from low blood sugar) 

>> Nutrient deficiency 

>> Yin-Yang imbalance 

>> Self-sabotaging behaviours (not enough sleep, not eating regularly) 

>> Hormonal 

 

5. The common emotional causes of cravings: 

 

>> Lack of soul food nourishment (Relationships, Self Care, Rest & Relaxation, Passion & Purpose, 

      Movement, Spirituality) 

>> Desire for memories or emotions from our past 

>> Seasonal 

 

6. All cravings are signals indicating a deprivation of what we need and desire, and should be 

considered a blessing to guide us. Make the mindset shift to love your cravings. 
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T H E  W H A T  A R E  Y O U  R E A L L Y  C R A V I N G  E X P E R I M E N T  
This is an experiment to help you understand and deconstruct your cravings to start practicing 

today and for the rest of this week. This approach is more effective than avoidance or distraction. 

1. In the past week, what was something that you were craving to eat (or do)) even though you knew 

that you "shouldn't" because it would make you feel bad, you would eat too much or you felt guilty 

after? 
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2. When you consumed that food (or habit), what feelings or emotions did you experience (before 

eating and in the first couple of bites)? For example ice-cream makes you feel freedom, popcorn is 

playful, chocolate is indulgent. peanut butter is rebellious. 

3. Choose 3-5 of the food or habits from #1 and the feelings you experience with these  and then write 

down one activity, person, thing or place that makes you feel the way you want to feel. For example: 

ice cream = freedom > walk outside for 10 minutes 

popcorn = playful > have an impromptu living room dance party 

 

 

4. Transfer the list from #3 onto a separate piece of paper and place that sheet of paper where you 

can easily see and refer to when your cravings arrive. Examples of places include the fridge door, 

bedroom mirror, dashboard of your car, screen saver on your phone or computer. The idea is that 

you will experience the feeling, then choose what to do instead of eat. 



T H E  W H E E L  O F  L I F E  E X E R C I S E  
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Look at each section and place a dot on the line marking how satisfied you are with each area of 

your life. A dot placed nearer the center of the circle indicates dissatisfaction, while a dot placed 

toward the outside of the circle indicates ultimate happiness.



D I S C O V E R  W H A T  N E E D S  T O  B E  N O U R I S H E D … .  
When you have placed a dot on each of the lines, connect the dots to see your Wheel of Life. 

 

Are there areas where your Wheel is flat? How well will your wheel turn? Are these areas calling 

to be NOURISHED? How can you spend more time and energy in those areas of your life to create 

more balance, which will lead to joy and happiness? 

 

Follow-Up Questions  

1. Are there any surprises for you? ................................................................................................................. 

 

2. How do you feel about your life as you look at your Wheel of Life? ..................................................... 

 

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

 

3. How do you currently spend time in these areas? How would you LIKE to  spend time in these 

areas? ................................................................................................................................................................ 

 

............................................................................................................................................................................ 

 

4. How is dissatisfaction in some areas of your life affecting the way you feel? .................................. 

 

........................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

5. Which of these elements would you most like to improve?................................................................ 

 

6. How could you make space for these changes?................................................................................... 

 

......................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

7. What help from others might you need?.............................................................................................. 

 

8. What would a balanced circle look like to you? ................................................................................. 

 

........................................................................................................................................................................ 
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After completing your Day 1 experiment and exercise, share your 
insights with me at simone@simonesamuels.com 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/mindbodysoulsanctuary/


What are you really 
craving? 

http://www.instagram.com/simonesamuelswellness
http://www.facebook.com/simonesamuelswellness
http://www.pinterest.com/simonesamuelswellness
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